
**Directions:** Discuss each issue with your suitemate(s) and develop mutually agreeable guidelines for how these issues will be handled in your suite. Use the back of this page if you need extra space.

---

**NOISE**

We agree that the suite will have quiet hours: Sunday-Thursday: ______ A.M./P.M. to ______ A.M./P.M.
Friday and Saturday: ______ A.M./P.M. to ______ A.M./P.M. Quiet hours include: (use of computers, phone, music in bathroom, etc.).

**STUDY**

We agree that the suite will have the following guidelines for studying:

---

**BATHROOM CLEANLINESS**

We agree that the bathroom will be cleaned every: ___ day ___ week ___ month ___ other: ________________

I (name) __________ agree to do ______________________________________ when: ________________________________
I (name) __________ agree to do ______________________________________ when: ________________________________
I (name) __________ agree to do ______________________________________ when: ________________________________
I (name) __________ agree to do ______________________________________ when: ________________________________

Cleaning includes (initial): [ ] trash removed [ ] mirror cleaned [ ] toilet cleaned [ ] sink/counter cleaned [ ] shower cleaned [ ] floors cleaned [ ] rugs cleaned [ ] wiping down garbage can

Regarding purchased/shared cleaning supplies, we agree to the following:

---

**BATHROOM HYGIENIC SUPPLIES**

Regarding toilet paper, we agree to the following:

---

Regarding purchased/shared hygienic supplies, we agree to the following:

---

**COMMON SPACE ACCESS**

We agree to the following regarding locking and accessing the bathroom (i.e. hours, using sink while someone uses shower, etc.):

---

**SUITEMATE GUESTS**

___ unrestricted ___ restricted (restrictions):

Overnight guests: ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Same gender guests: ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Opposite gender guests: ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

**PERSONAL PROPERTY**

We have agreed to the following guidelines for borrowing personal property:

Clothes ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Books ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Supplies ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Food / Beverages ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Electronic equipment (computers, TV, stereo, etc.) ___ allowed ___ not allowed ___ allowed with restrictions:

Other belongings:

Suitemates must ask permission ___ each time ___ each item ___ we have agreed upon when to ask permission:

---
I agree to abide by this agreement. I understand that if I want to change or revise this agreement, I must re-negotiate with my suitemate(s).

I understand that my RA / RD or AUMS mediators are available to facilitate the re-negotiation.

NAME: ____________________________ SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
NAME: ____________________________ SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
NAME: ____________________________ SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
NAME: ____________________________ SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ____________

RESIDENCE HALL ____________________________ ROOMS ____________________________

If this agreement has been facilitated:
RA / RD: ____________________________ MEDIATOR: ____________________________ DATE: ____________

ADDITIONAL NOTES: